
Mystic Rhythms - Guide 

Basic instructions: 
1) For basic command, type “readme command” at any time during the game. 
2) Detailed navigation commands will not be provided in this guide. It will simply say “go to room 

13”. 
3) Color coding in the guide: instructions on what to do => blank text, orange text = actual 

command to type. 
4) Type “score” to see current progress and “achievements” to see your achievements. 
5) Sexual scenes will not cover all variations/actions in detail. Again read the readme command 

and just try stuff. 
6) During chapter 2, the bookshelf in the bar is actually a hint system. You can read a book to get a 

generic random hint on something you can do. Use it if you’re stuck. Hints are provided only 
when they can be accomplished at that time. 

7) This guide is minimalist; if you take time to explore on your own the gameplay will be more 
rewarding. 

 

Chapter 1: Arriving at the hotel 
1) start 
2) help  => x3 times to activate verbose mode 
3) checkin 
4) This is a good time to talk with Alice about various subjects [ask alice about something] 
5) Examine all 6 paintings in the hotel [Achievement #2] 
6) Go to room 13 (unlock door first) 
7) Open nightstand’s drawer, take the bible and read it [Achievement #1] 
8) This is a good time to talk with Valeriya about various subjects [ask valeriya about something] 
9) Lift dress & rub pussy until Valeriya orgasms 
10) Go to restaurant 
11) Wait or Look around until Ofelia comes to your table and brings your entrée 
12) Lift dress & rub pussy until Valeriya orgasms 
13) Valeriya, rub cock until you orgasms 
14) Eat entree 
15) Wait or Look around until the main meal is served, eat meal 
16) Wait or Look around until desert is served, eat dessert 
17) Wait or Look around until Valeriya exits 
18) Go to kitchen 
19) This is a good time to talk with Ofelia about various subjects, but most answers will be limited 

[ask valeriya about something] 
20) spank ofelia’s ass [Achievement #3] 



21) go to 2nd floor corridor west to meet the maid, take the nametag and read it. 
22) go to room 13 
23) get naked (either remove each individual garment or strip) 
24) bendover 
25) [Sex scene with Valeriya] 
26) ask valeriya about virginity  [Partial achievement #20] 
27) go to room’s 13 bathroom 
28) go back to room 13  [Achievement #4] 
29) [end of chapter 1] 

 

Chapter 2: You’re dead 
PS: Check the “readme command” from time to time, new commands will be added as you find them. 

PPS: Location of scenes in hotel rooms (and their bathroom) is random. Each scene can occur in one of 4 
rooms. 

Appearance #1 

1) Look at yourself 
2) Go to the bathroom 
3) Go back to room 13 
4) pass through bed [Skill #1 – Level 1] 
5) pass through wall [Skill #1 – Level 2] 
6) go to the main lobby (by going to the corridor first and down the stairs) 
7) read the ledger [Partial achievement #11] 
8) go to the storage room (by going to the kitchen first) 
9) pass through alice [Skill #1 – Level 3] [Alice’s disposition +1] 
10) fade (and gain spectral energy) 

Appearance #2 

1) go to the main lobby (by going to the corridor first and down the stairs) 
2) read the ledger [Partial achievement #11] 
3) go to the lobby bathroom and spy on Ofelia. [Partial achievement #12] 
4) look under sink (leave the necklace here for now) 
5) go to bar 
6) boo-hoo cat [Skill #3 – Level 1] 
7) RANDOM : go to all the rooms and their bathroom until you see : 

a. Ms. Robertson reading on the bed 
b. The teenagers fucking in the bathroom [Partial achievement #12] 
c. The maid cleaning [Partial achievement #12] 



d. Find the dime on the nightstand (there is a 50% chance the room description will 
describe something flashing) 

8) push dime [Skill #2 – Level 1] 
9) go to the middle corridor 1st floor 
10) look under vending machine 
11) push can [Skill #2 – Level 2] 
12) go to the attic (go up from the last floor) 
13) examine the old desk 
14) push circle 
15) open drawer, take book & read book  [Achievement #5] 
16) go to the kitchen and see Alice put the wine in the fridge 
17) push hat [Ofelia’s disposition +1] 
18) pass through dreamcatcher  [Ofelia’s disposition +1] 
19) pass through coffee machine  [Ofelia’s disposition +1] 
20) pass through Ofelia [Ofelia’s disposition +1] 
21) take spatula [Ofelia’s disposition +1] 
22) stir soup [Ofelia’s disposition +1] 
23) go to lobby 
24) pass through chandelier [Alice’s disposition +1] 
25) lift skirt [Alice’s disposition +1] 
26) take room 13’s keycard [Alice’s disposition +1] 
27) RANDOM :  

a. take the keycard where the dime is located (NOTE: If the keycard is not present because 
the room is occupied, you will need to perform this action another day) 

b. Go the the room with the dime (and unlock & open door) 
c. Take the dime 
d. go the vending machine 
e. put dime in coin slot [Achievement #6] 

28) go to basement (go down from lobby) 
29) examine the stairs and the trap 
30) fade (do NOT gain spectral energy) 

Appearance #3 

1) RANDOM : go to all the rooms and their bathroom until you see : 
a. Ms. Robertson sleeping on the bed 
b. The teenagers fucking [Partial achievement #12] 
c. The bachelor’s party [Partial achievement #12] 
d. The business man watching porn [Partial achievement #12] 

2) Go to storage room 
3) Alice masturbation scene [Partial achievement #12] 
4) push typewriter [Alice’s disposition +1] 



5) turn on faucet [Alice’s disposition +1] 
6) fade (and gain spectral energy) 

Appearance #4 

1) go to the main lobby (by going to the corridor first and down the stairs) 
2) read the ledger [Partial achievements #11] 
3) RANDOM : go to all the rooms and their bathroom until you see : 

a. Ms. Robertson reading on the bed 
a. The family’s arrival [Partial achievement #12] 
b. The twins sister lingerie tryout [Partial achievement #12] 
c. The main cleaning [Partial achievement #12] 

4) Boo-hoo one of the children [Skill #3 – Level 2] 
5) Boo-hoo one of the parents [Skill #3 – Level 3] 
6) push any character [Skill #2 – Level 3] 
7) possess fly [Skill #4 – Level 1] 
8) complete Ms. Roberson fly scene until you lick her pussy  [Achievement #7] 
9) release fly 
10) go to lobby bathroom 
11) open door and take necklace 
12) go to kitchen 
13) give necklace to ofelia [Ofelia’s disposition +1] 
14) push flour [Ofelia’s disposition +1] (Note: This is an important milestone with Ofelia, this is the 

first time she sees you as a ghost. Without this scene, you will not progress further with her) 
15) open the fridge and take the wine 
16) go to the lobby 
17) Ofelia & alice scene about the mess in the kitchen 
18) Take room 13’s key 
19) Go to room 13 (by unlocking and opening the door) 
20) Put the wine in the room [Ofelia’s disposition +1] 
21) Go to the storage room 
22) Look under bed 
23) Push bed 
24) Open trap door 
25) Fade (do NOT gain spectral energy) 

Appearance #5 

1) Go to room 13’s bathroom 
2) Complete Ofelia sex scene until she orgasms from intercourse sex [Achievement #9] 
3) RANDOM : go to all the rooms and their bathroom until you see : 

a. Ms. Robertson sleeping on the bed 
b. The mother & father sex scene [Partial achievement #12] 



c. The twins sex scene [Partial achievement #12] 
d. Ms. Jarett and her dog 

4) Go to storage room 
5) Open trap door 
6) Open dryer & take bedsheet 
7) Go to basement 
8) Look under heater 
9) Possess mouse [Skill #4 – Level 2] 
10) Release mouse 
11) Wear bedsheet 
12) Push chain 
13) Alice talks to a ghost scene [Alice’s disposition +2 : 1 point for her coming down & 1 point for 

seeing a floating bedsheet] (Note: This is an important milestone with Alice, this is the first time 
she sees you as a ghost. Without this scene, you will not progress further with her) 

14) RANDOM : go back to Mr. Jarett and her dog 
15) Possess dog [Skill #4 – Level 3] 
16) Try your luck with Ms. Jarett until you fuck the pillow [Achievement #8] 
17) Release dog 
18) fade (and gain spectral energy) 

Appearance #6 

1) scene with Valeriya & scoot (she’s back) 
2) go to the main lobby (by going to the corridor first and down the stairs) 
3) scene where Benjamin arrives 
4) read the ledger [achievements #11] 
5) This is a good time to talk with Alice about various subjects [ask alice about something]  [Alice’s 

disposition +1] 
6) Make sur you ask her about Yin 
7) Go to the kitchen 
8) Scene between Ofelia and Alice about last night 
9) This is a good time to talk with Ofelia about various subjects [ask ofelia about something]  

[Ofelia’s disposition +1] 
10) Make sur you ask her about Yin 
11) Go to the bar 
12) Scene with Benjamin on the phone 
13) Boo-hoo cat 
14) examine stuff until the cat returns and sit on benjamin’s lap 
15) RANDOM : go to all the rooms and their bathroom until you see : 

a. The maid cleaning [Partial achievement #12] 
b. The swinger couples [Partial achievement #12] 
c. The cheating husband [Achievement #12] (the vibrator will be forgotten on the bed) 



16) Go to the lobby and take the keycard to the room with the vibrator  
17) Drop the keycard in the kitchen 
18) Go to the kitchen 
19) Possess ofelia 
20) Take keycard (to the room with the vibrator) 
21) Go to the lobby 
22) This is a good time to talk with Alice about various subjects [ask alice about something]  
23) Make sure you ask her about Yin 
24) Make sure you ask her about virginity [Partial achievement #20] 
25) Go to the room with the vibrator, unlock the door with the keycard and take the vibrator 
26) Go to the bathroom (anyone) 
27) Undress and use the vibrator on yourself until you orgasms [Partial achievement #15] 
28) Drop the vibrator in one of the rooms for later (if you drop it in the common areas, it will vanish) 
29) Optional : This is a good time to talk with Benjamin about various subjects [ask benjamin about 

something] 
30) Release ofelia 
31) Go to lobby 
32) Possess alice 
33) Go to kitchen 
34) This is a good time to talk with Alice about various subjects [ask ofelia about something]  
35) Make sure you ask her about Yin 
36) Make sure you ask her about virginity [Partial achievement #20] 
37) Go to storage room (by unlocking the door) 
38) Scene with Yin (if you have all 5 pieces of information about her, yin will return the last room 

where she was cleaning) 
39) Optional : This is a good time to talk with Benjamin about various subjects [ask benjamin about 

something] 
40) Release alice 
41) Go to the room where Yin returned 
42) Sex scene with Yin [Achievement #10] (If Yin leaves, you’ve failed to get all information about 

her) 
43) Go to the bar 
44) Boo-hoo cat again now that the cat is on his legs (Benjamin angry scene) 
45) Go back to the bar 
46) Take phone (from the couch) 
47) Wipe phone  (If you don’t wipe the phone, Alice will breakup with Benjamin) 
48) Go to the lobby 
49) Give phone to alice [Alice’s disposition +1] 
50) Fade (do NOT gain spectral energy) 

Appearance #7 



1) Sex scene between Valeriya & Scott (Examine stuff until you’ve seen all actions) 
2) Once Valeriya is naked, fuck her until she orgasms (her hole must be free…) [Achievement #14] 
3) Take room 13’s keycard, unlock and open door 
4) Drop the keycard in the corridor 
5) Go to the storage room 
6) Sex scene between Alice and Benjamin (Examine stuff until you’ve seen all actions) 
7) Once Alice is naked, fuck her until she orgasms (her hole must be free…) [Achievement #13] 
8) Take key, unlock and the storage door 
9) Open trap door 
10) Go to basement & take poison box 
11) Go to kitchen & take the knife 
12) Drop the knife and poison in the corridor in front of room 13 (where the keycard is) 
13) Take the vibrator (wherever you left it) 
14) Go to the storage room 
15) Possess Alice 
16) Perform sexual actions with Benjamin. Make sure you orgasm from intercourse [Achievement 

#17] 
17) Take the vibrator and make yourself cum [Partial achievement #15] 
18) This is a good time to talk with Benjamin about various subjects [ask benjamin about something]  
19) ask benjamin about virginity  [Partial achievement #20] 
20) drop vibrator 
21) release alice 
22) possess benjamin 
23) Perform sexual actions with Alice. Make sure she orgasms from intercourse [Achievement #16] 
24) Optional : you can use the vibrator on Alice 
25) This is a good time to talk with Alice about various subjects [ask alice about something] 
26) Release Benjamin 
27) Take vibrator 
28) Go to the corridor in front of room 13 
29) Take the keycard, the knife and the poison 
30) Unlock and open door 
31) Go to room 13 
32) Possess valeriya 
33) Perform sexual actions with Scott. Make sure you orgasm from intercourse [Achievement #19] 
34) Take the vibrator and make yourself cum [Achievement #15] 
35) This is a good time to talk with Scott about various subjects [ask scott about something]  
36) ask scott about virginity  [Achievement #20] 
37) drop vibrator 
38) release valeriya 
39) possess scott 
40) Perform sexual actions with Valeriya. Make sure she orgasms from intercourse [Achievement 

#18] 



41) Optional : you can use the vibrator on Valeriya 
42) This is a good time to talk with Valeriya about various subjects [ask valeriya about something] 
43) Release scott 

At this point, you should have completed all achievements and have maximum score with Ofelia, Alice, 
Valeriya and Yin. 

 

Killing Valeriya, Scott or both 
 

You now have the option to kill Valeriya, Scott or both. If you do, this will affect your ending. See next 
chapter for more input. 

There are 4 ways to kill: 

1) Use the knife while possessing either Valeriya or Scott (Kill xxx with knife) 
2) Use the pillow on the bed while possessing either Valeriya or Scott (Kill xxx with pillow) 
3) Use Scott large hands to kill Valeriya while possessing Scott (Kill valeriya with hand) 
4) Use the poison, either while possessing Valeriya or Scott OR as a ghost (Kill xxx with poison) 

a. By using the poison, you can kill both of them at the same time and you do not need to 
possess either one of them. 

 

Endings 
 
Ending #1: Ghostbusters 

- To reach this ending, you must fade once with over 100 disturbance points (prior to appearance 
#7) 

Ending #2: Into heaven 

- To reach this ending, you simply have to step into the light portal in room 13 without having 
killed anyone. 

Ending #3: Into hell 

- To reach this ending, you simply have to step into the light portal in room 13 after killing 
Valeriya, Scott or both. 

Ending #4: Spiritual Love Retreat 



- To reach this ending, you simply have fade at the end of appearance #7. You must be in good 
grace with either Alice or Ofelia (to have over 7 disposition points with either one and have 
completed the scene where she sees you as a ghost). 

Ending #5: Creepy Hotel 

- To reach this ending, you simply have fade at the end of appearance #7. You must not be in 
good grace with Alice and Ofelia (to have less than 7 disposition points with both OR not have 
completed the scene where she sees you as a ghost). 

Ending #6: From guest to hotel manager 

- To reach this ending, you simply have to sleep while possessing Alice at the end of appearance 
#7. 

Ending #7: Young Again 

- To reach this ending, you simply have to sleep while possessing Benjamin at the end of 
appearance #7. 

Ending #8: Black Hammer 

- To reach this ending, you simply have to sleep while possessing Scott at the end of appearance 
#7 (without killing Valeriya). 

Ending #9: Vengeance Served: The bitch is dead 

- To reach this ending, you simply have to sleep while possessing Scott at the end of appearance 
#7 (After killing Valeriya). 

Ending #10: I'm the Bitch Now 

- To reach this ending, you simply have to sleep while possessing Valeriya at the end of 
appearance #7 (without killing Scott). 

Ending #11: Vengeance Served: Killing the contender 

- To reach this ending, you simply have to sleep while possessing Valeriya at the end of 
appearance #7 (After killing Scott). 

 

 

I hope this guide was helpful 

Cheers. 


